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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Bernard-Albin Gras

Lampe Gras No. 216 Wall Light by
DCW éditions

The Lampe Gras 216 wall lamp is part of the DCW éditions
Lampe Gras collection, a series of lights that were first developed
by Bernard-Albin Gras in 1921. The designer wanted to create
lights that were suitable for industrial and office environments,
putting function at the forefront of design. What followed was a
lighting range that was acclaimed in the design world, getting the
attention and admiration from prominent 20th century designers.

The Lampe Gras No. 216 wall lamp lives up to this legacy, with
full adjustability and vintage style. The lampshade can be angled
up to 210° and is supported by an arm that can be moved up,
down and side to side. The perpendicular arm can also be rotated
around 120° so you can direct the light exactly where you need.
The supporting stem is positioned on the wall by a fixture that
allows you to move the lamp up and down, giving you limitless
possibilities. Suitable as a reading/task light or for ambience, this
wall light is best used by beds, sofas, seating areas and next to
tables due to its versatile movement and effective glow.

This wall lamp comes with a cable and plug so needs to be
installed near a socket. It is also available as part of the Le
Mobilier de Gras Plug & Dream and Plug & Work products
which combine the No. 216 light with a built in table suitable
for bedsides and for working.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 1 x max 15W E14 LED (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: In line on/off switch included on cable

Dimensions: Ø14cm shade
14cm shade height
41cm arm length
100cm stem height
7cm wall fixture width
220cm cable length
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